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Abstract

Fifty years after Title IX, women remain sparsely represented in high ranks and leadership in academic medicine. Although men and women enter the career pipeline at similar rates, academic medicine does not equivalently advance them. Currently, women account for 32% of associate professors, 20% of full professors, 14% of department chairs, and 11% of deans at U.S. medical schools—far from the near sex parity seen in medical students since the 1990s. Over 30 years of research confirms that gender stereotypes can operate to disadvantage women in review processes and consequently bar their advancement in domains like science and medicine. The authors present three vignettes to illustrate how gender stereotypes can also operate to disadvantage women in social interactions by positioning them in the “out-group” for many career-advancing opportunities. The authors argue that policies alone will not achieve gender equity in the academic medicine workforce. Addressing stereotype-based gender bias is critical for the future of academic medicine. Interventions that treat gender bias as a remediable habit show promise in promoting gender equity and transforming institutional culture to achieve the full participation of women at all career stages. A critical step is to recognize when gender stereotyped assumptions are influencing judgments and decision making in ourselves and others, challenge them as unjust, and deliberately practice replacing them with accurate and objective data.

As women in academic medicine who study gender issues, we frequently observe and not infrequently personally experience how gender stereotypes operate in multiple subtle ways to perpetuate the unequal career advancement of men and women. Fifty years after Title IX, women remain sparsely represented in high ranks and leadership in academic medicine. Although men and women enter the career pipeline at similar rates, academic medicine does not equivalently advance them. Currently women account for 32% of associate professors, 20% of full professors, 14% of department chairs, and 11% of deans at U.S. medical schools—far from the near sex parity seen in medical students since the 1990s.1

Cultural stereotypes characterize women as “communal” (e.g., kind, dependent, group-oriented) and deficient in “agentic” traits (e.g., logical, independent, leaders) that stereotypically characterize men. Over 30 years of research confirms that these stereotypes operate to disadvantage women in review processes in agentic domains like science and medicine where the assumption is that women with their communal traits will be less competent and less likely to succeed than men who are endowed with agentic traits.2–5 Identical work is consistently rated lower when evaluators—both male and female—believe it has been performed by a woman, and raters require more proof of women’s than men’s skill (e.g., more publications or awards) to be convinced of their professional competence in agentic domains.5–7

Gender stereotypes also operate to disadvantage women in day-to-day social exchanges and casual discussions that play a critical role in professional advancement. Assumptions that women lack the traits most valued and associated with success in academic medicine make them and their accomplishments less conspicuous in departmental and institutional cultures.2,3 This can lead to the perception of women as less legitimate members of the academic medical community and position them in the “out-group” for many career-advancing opportunities. The phenomenon of in-group–out-group bias is well described.8 Members of the in-group hold power, status, and prestige and their traits and behaviors are considered the norm against which the traits and behaviors of
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those in out-groups are compared. While in-group members are obvious targets for resources, development and leadership opportunities, and for inclusion in social and professional networks, out-group members are more often excluded. Most people are unaware that gender stereotypes influence their judgment and lead to unintended consequences. With adjustments to preserve anonymity, we present the cases of Jennifer, Jane, and Janet as illustrative examples of how gender stereotypes can operate subtly in informal social interactions to perpetuate women’s out-group status and deter their advancement in academic medicine.

Why Jennifer Can’t Grow Up

Jennifer is an associate professor in a large clinical department at an academic medical center. She is an NIH-funded, independent investigator, 4 years beyond tenure. In a recent conversation, her department chair referred to Jennifer as “junior faculty.” Why would her chair assume that Jennifer is junior faculty and how could this seemingly trivial and unintentional social slight have negative repercussions on Jennifer’s career advancement? Because society consistently places greater value on agentic than on communal qualities, gender is conflated with status. The stronger association of women with lower status skills and traits set conditions for a more comfortable social fit for women in lower status roles in academic medicine. Evidence for this abounds: women are sparsely represented in highly agentic high status fields like interventional cardiology and overrepresented in low status communal fields like pediatrics except in the agentic role of department chair where women remain underrepresented. Women are also underrepresented in high status research activities and overrepresented in lower status teaching and service activities. Jennifer’s achievements should raise her status and grant her access to opportunities within her department. However, gender stereotypes in this instance operated to perpetuate Jennifer’s out-group status: women and junior faculty have lower status than men and senior faculty; because Jennifer is a woman, automatic assumptions reinforced her assignment to the lower status junior faculty group.

Her chair’s seemingly trivial mistake could negatively impact Jennifer’s career in the following way. Junior faculty are ineligible (i.e., in the out-group) for many leadership opportunities. The chair’s automatic assumption that Jennifer is junior faculty would prevent him from nominating her for certain awards, asking her to chair important committees, or considering her for career-advancing opportunities open only to in-group senior faculty. Even though he may deny Jennifer access to requisites for career advancement, the chair would not believe he is discriminating because he assumes Jennifer is ineligible.

Why Jane is Invisible

Jane is a recently promoted full professor who built and leads a large multidisciplinary, multimillion-dollar research program and has mentored more successful physician–scientists than any other faculty member. In an informal conversation, Jane’s name was mentioned as a potential replacement for the retiring director of an institutional research center, in which she currently has a lead role. In response to this suggestion, a senior male faculty member questioned whether Jane had “the leadership skills.” When reminded of Jane’s research program and accomplishments, the faculty member replied that he did not think Jane had the right credentials. In fact, Jane’s credentials are no less than and in many ways substantially greater than the retiring director who is a man. When once again challenged, the faculty member conceded on this point. This informal conversation could lead to a significant formal opportunity for Jane, but why was Jane not an obvious nominee?

In a further example, Jane was giving a tour of her laboratory to an applicant for chief of a division in a large department. After repeatedly exclaiming about the facilities and the groundbreaking nature of the ongoing work, the applicant turned to Jane and said, “This is fantastic! Who is the principal investigator?” What would prevent the perception of Jane as the leader or her own research program? And how could these two separate events negatively impact Jane’s career?

Women are often invisible as leaders—another factor perpetuating their out-group status in academic medicine. Illustrating this, studies of sketches of men and women around a table find a man versus a woman at the head of the table is more often viewed as the leader, particularly by male raters. Despite Jane’s accomplishments, gender stereotypes operated in several ways to decrease the perception of her as a leader, thereby keeping her in the out-group. First, assumptions that women lack the agentic traits associated with leadership made it less likely for her to be “seen” as a leader—this is referred to as descriptive bias. Second, she practiced a transformational leadership style instead of a more directive, agentic leadership style. While this highly effective form of leadership allows women to avoid social penalties for displaying overtly agentic behaviors, it may be devalued or unrecognized as true leadership because it contrasts with stereotypes of typical leaders. Finally, a woman’s credentials—even when equivalent or identical to a man’s—may be devalued in male-typed domains. Taken together, this research would explain why gender made Jane invisible as a leader, led to her credentials being questioned, and prevented her from being viewed as qualified for a high status director role—a role in which she would advance her own career and benefit the institution. Jane’s experience paints a picture of the complex ways in which gender stereotypes can play out socially to perpetuate women’s out-group status and bar access to opportunities.

Why Janet Is Over the Hill

Janet, a full professor and an accomplished senior investigator, was serving on a committee for a professional society. In discussing who should be invited to give the keynote address at the annual conference, one member put forth Janet’s name and she agreed. However, the chair of the planning committee and previous keynote speaker himself said, “Why don’t we give one of the younger women a chance instead?” What could explain this curious suggestion?

The magnitude of the disadvantage women face due to the assumption that they lack male-typed agentic traits increases by career stage. The conflation of gender and status is again relevant. More advanced career stages have higher status and higher status positions are more strongly male-typed.
Consequently, even women at the most senior career stages are in the out-group. This dynamic explains why despite Janet’s senior rank, long career and accumulation of significant accomplishments, her potential contribution as a keynote speaker was given little weight. The chair’s suggestion that Janet “give one of the younger women a chance” may also have been an example of tokenism. Tokenism involves selecting one member of a minority group to represent all members of that group, thus allowing the chair to make the female accomplished scientist and the female junior investigator interchangeable as keynote speakers because they are both women. Although the chair may believe he is well intentioned, this social gesture ultimately reinforces women’s out-group status by treating women as symbolic instead of legitimate members of the academic community.

Conclusion

Policies alone will not achieve gender equity in the academic medicine workforce. Entrenched cultural stereotypes about men and women operate both formally in review processes for hiring and promotion and informally in social interactions. Although inadvertent and generally unintended, the result is to systematically disadvantage women as they strive to gain equal footing in status, influence, control of resources, and institutional power. Each disadvantage a woman experiences accumulates, ultimately slowing advancement from a promising clip at early stages to a crawl through high ranks. Addressing stereotype-based gender bias is critical for the future of academic medicine. Interventions that treat gender bias as a remediable habit show promise in promoting gender equity and transforming institutional culture to achieve the full participation of women at all career stages. A critical step is to recognize when gender stereotyped assumptions are influencing judgments and decision making in ourselves and others, challenge them as unjust, and deliberately practice replacing them with accurate and objective data. This is the only way we will bring Jennifer, Jane, and Janet into the in-group, where all of academic medicine can benefit from their talent, creativity, and leadership.
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